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Welcome to Nottingham Friends of the Earth. We are one of around 150 
local Friends of the Earth groups campaigning for a better environment 
locally as well as nationally and internationally. Friends of the Earth has 

a reputation for effective campaigns backed up by authoritative research.  

Given the green light 
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Frack Free Notts campaigning update 

Gedling’s first 
wind turbine at 
Woodborough 
Park Farm 
 
In December, a 
High Court 
hearing found 
that planning 
permission for 
the turbine was 
rightly granted. 
 
The 330kW 
Enercon E33 
turbine has been 
providing much-
needed green 
energy for the 
last three years, 
and has minimal 
visual impact. 
Every farm 
should have one! 
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Three years ago the use of neonics was 
restricted across Europe because they were 
found to pose a "high acute risk" to honeybees. 

The restrictions are opposed by the powerful 
chemical firms who make these pesticides. 

Thanks to further research the scientific 
evidence of the threat to bees from these 
neonicotinoids is now overwhelming. And now 
they are implicated in the decline of butterflies 
and birds too. 

But the restrictions will be reviewed by the EU 
early in 2017 and could then be removed, or 
extended. The UK government has not yet 
made up its mind which it will support. 

For the sake of our bees the UK government 
must back banning neonics for good on all 
crops, and ensure any future pesticide 
regulations are transparent, independent, 
science-based, and human health and the 
environment are put first. 

 
  
 

 

When is a dandelion 
not a weed? 

When bees emerge from hibernation in early 
Spring they are starving.  
 
Dandelions provide more much-needed pollen 
and nectar than most other spring flowers - 
giving bees the nutrition and strength they 
need to survive after emerging from 
hibernation. 
 
We need to ensure that dandelions are not 
treated as mere weeds.  

Please help encourage your council and 
individuals to leave dandelions for the bees to 
feed on. 

Your council can help to ensure bees have 
adequate food sources by adopting the 
following simple actions: 
 

• Stop mowing and spraying herbicides 
on verges, roadsides and roundabouts 
in Spring to allow dandelions and other 
nectar-rich plants to thrive and provide 
food for early foraging bees. 

 

 
 

 

• Educate local residents of the benefits 
of this approach and encourage them to 
accept more ‘weediness’ as a benefit for 
bees and other pollinators – this has 
been achieved in many European cities 
already, such as Paris.  

• Plant more bee-friendly plants and 
flowers throughout the year on council-
controlled land to help pollinators 
through the year. 

Jeremy Jago
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Why still no urgency on air pollution? 
 
In Down to Earth 85 (Spring 2016) we asked 
‘Why no urgency on air pollution?’ Over the 
last year we have seen even more lack of 
urgency. 
 
In 2015 the government was ordered by the 
European Court and UK Supreme Court to 
produce a Plan to reduce air emissions as 
soon as possible. The government eventually 
produced an Action Plan requiring a number of 
local authorities including Nottingham to 
implement Clean Air Zones by 2020. 
 
During 2016 there have been discussions 
between local authorities and the government, 
but no obvious action beyond a further 
consultation. So in October 2016 the legal 
activist group Client Earth, which brought the 
original case, went back to the Supreme Court. 
The government has now been ordered to act 
more quickly and to consider the need for 
action in more cities.  

Now the EU has threatened large fines if action 
isn’t taken by April 2017. 
 
In February 2017, Nottingham City Council 
leader Jon Collins joined with London Mayor 
Sadiq Khan and leaders of Derby, Birmingham, 
Leeds and Southampton to write to the Prime 
Minister asking for more urgent action – 
including action to curb dirty diesels and more 
powers for local authorities. They also want a 
Clean Air Act to enshrine the right to clean air 
in law. 
 
We are still waiting for the government to say 
what it is going to do. 
 
For more information on the Healthy Air 
Campaign supported by Friends of the Earth 
see www.healthyair.org.uk. 
 

Nigel Lee 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Not a car or lorry in sight – a typical Sunday evening, on the usually very busy A6005 on the 
outskirts of Nottingham. 
 
From the position this photograph was taken, in 12 hours, there will be bumper to bumper 
traffic as far as the eye can see. 
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Ask Notts Pension Fund to get their 
investments out of fossil fuels 
 
We have been asking Notts Pension Fund to 
divest from fossil fuel investments since 2015 – 
without success so far. (See 
www.foe.co.uk/nottingham ‘Why can’t Notts 
kick the fossil fuel habit?’ – News, October 
2015.) 
 
But local authority pension funds now have to 
review their investment strategies by April 
2017. So now is a good time for anyone who 
has their pension with a LA fund to ask them to 
divest. 
 
The simplest way is to ask them to benchmark 
the fund against a fossil-free index – i.e. 
instead of using an all-share index, there are a 
number of indexes which exclude fossil fuel 
shares. Over the last five years the fossil-free 
indexes have produced a better rate of return 
than the comparable all-share index. (For 
details see briefing on ‘Local government 
pensions: fossil fuel divestment’ from 
www.foe.co.uk/go/divest.) 
 
Now is also a good time to lobby candidates 
standing in the County Council elections in 
May 2017. 
 
Notts Pension Fund invests over £4bn on 
behalf of over 120,000 members – past and 
present employees of local authorities, 
educational institutions and voluntary 
organisations within the county. Over £250m is 
in fossil fuel companies including Shell/BG, 
BP, and coal companies Rio Tinto and BHP 
Billiton. There are also big investments in 
HSBC and Barclays banks which have funded 
large scale coal extraction around the world, 
destroying people’s environments. (They also 
invest over £100m in tobacco companies even 
though the County Council, which manages 
the Pension Fund, is now a Public Health 
Authority!) 
 
Investing in fossil fuels is an unacceptable long 
term risk. To tackle climate change most of the 
known fossil reserves will have to be left in the 
ground – and become worthless as ‘stranded 
assets’. 

While it would not be prudent to sell all fossil 
shares immediately, funds should at least 
agree a phased withdrawal – such as: 
 
(1) get out of the most risky and polluting 

activities (e.g. coal mining and tar sands) 
totally over 2 or 3 years; 

(2) over the same time progressively move 
shares out of oil and gas into a fossil-free 
index; 

(3) increase investment in local low carbon 
initiatives such as renewable energy and 
energy efficiency; 

(4) accepting that funds will wish to ‘engage’ 
with large companies through voting their 
shares at AGMs, they should set a goal for 
them to change their business models to 
bring them into line with the global climate 
commitments agreed at Paris in 2015 – 
and if the goal is not met the fund should 
divest from that company. 

(See the briefing mentioned above for further 
details.) 

Nigel Lee 
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A Chinese Hoax ... Climate Change USA
 

     NASA (National Aeronautical and Space 
Administration) is an expert in climate and 
Earth science. While its role isn't to set 
climate policy or prescribe particular responses 
or solutions to climate change, its job does 
include providing the robust scientific data 
needed to understand climate change and 
evaluating the impact of efforts to combat it. 
NASA then makes this information available to 
the global community – the public, policy- and 
decision-makers and scientific and planning 
agencies around the world.  
 

     The current warming trend is of particular 
significance because most of it is very likely 
human-induced and proceeding at a rate that 
is unprecedented in the past 1,300 years. 
     Earth-orbiting satellites and other 
technological advances have enabled 
scientists to see the big picture, collecting 
many different types of information about our 
planet and its climate on a global scale. This 
body of data, collected over many years, 
reveals the signals of a changing climate. 
     The heat-trapping nature of carbon dioxide 
and other gases was demonstrated in the mid-
19th century. Their ability to affect the transfer 
of infrared energy through the atmosphere is 
the scientific basis of many instruments flown 
by NASA. There is no question that increased 
levels of greenhouse gases must cause the 
Earth to warm in response. 
     Ice cores drawn from Greenland, 
Antarctica, and tropical mountain glaciers show 
that the Earth’s climate responds to changes in 
greenhouse gas levels. They also show that in 
the past, large changes in climate have 
happened very quickly, geologically-speaking: 
in tens of years, not in millions or even 
thousands. The evidence for rapid climate 
change is compelling:  Sea level rise ... global 
temperature rise ... warming oceans ... 
shrinking ice sheets ... declining Arctic sea ice 
... extreme events (record high temperature 
events, record low temperature events, intense 
rainfall events) ... ocean acidification ... 
decreased snow cover ... 
  

 [Above italic paragraphs quoted from NASA 
website] 
  

     On 20 January Donald Trump became US 
President. He was elected after a hugely 
controversial election where he proposed 
policies that would cause incalculable damage 

to our planet and its most vulnerable people – 
from shutting the Environmental  Protection 
Agency to giving the green light to destructive 
fossil fuel infrastructure such as the Dakota 
Access oil pipeline.  
 

    Erich Pica, the Director of Friends of the 
Earth US, said: “The US is going rogue on 
climate change. The world must unify in 
treating Trump as a pariah and not as an 
excuse for inaction.” 
 

    Donald Trump has called climate change a 
'Chinese hoax' and wants to turn his back on 
the need for urgent action to stop catastrophic 
climate change. The appointment of leading 
climate 'sceptic' Myron Ebell to his transition 
team showed these weren’t just crowd-
pleasing pre-election slogans. His threat to 
withdraw from the Paris climate agreement, 
and turn back the clock on even the existing 
weak climate policies, would mean that global 
temperatures will breach the critical 1.5C 
'guardrail', triggering immeasurable damage 
and destruction for the poorest and most 
vulnerable in the world. 
    Put simply, Trump’s decisions threaten the 
lives and livelihoods of millions of the world's 
poorest people. 
  
    Trump is trying to gag US agencies, 
including government scientists, from 
speaking about climate change. The 
background to this is the USA's authoritative 
science base - and its contribution to 
environmental knowledge over many years.  
An example is the National Climate 
Assessment 2014 - a detailed report produced 
by a team of more than 300 experts and 
guided by a 60-member Federal Advisory 
Committee. It summarizes current and future 
impacts of climate change. U.S. Department of 
Energy recently reported on strategies 
currently being pursued or considered to 
reduce carbon emissions and address global 
climate change.      
 

How should the rest of the world respond?  
Science and Academia must maintain research 
and publication. Governments must fund 
science - if necessary across national borders - 
and as necessary, compensate for Trump's 
efforts to impoverish it. 

Continued on page 6 
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A Chinese Hoax (continued from p5) 

The Media must maintain independence, and 
not mistake 'false balance' for impartiality. 
Finally non-governmental and campaigning 
organisations must preserve a reputation for 

rigour and fact ... precisely the qualities a 
desperate President is racing to abandon. 
 
Jeremy Jago (with information from Asad 
Rehman and others, FoE) 

 

 
 

Frack Free Notts update 
 

Campaign to defend Notts from 
fracking moves to Sherwood Forest 
There are currently three main areas under 
threat of fracking in Nottinghamshire: 
 

• In North Notts, IGas has planning 
permission to drill exploratory boreholes at 
Misson Springs. And is seeking permission 
for a second site at Tinker Lane between 
Barnby Moor and Blyth. 

• Ineos is about to start seismic testing 
across large areas around Sherwood 
Forest. And has already identified a site for 
drilling at Marsh Lane in North East 
Derbyshire. 

• In South Notts, Egdon has a licence to 
frack between Loughborough and 
Attenborough. Warwick Energy has a 
licence to frack between Long Eaton, 
Stapleford and Derby. Neither seems to 
have made much progress as yet. 

Ineos to frack Sherwood Forest? 
The biggest threat is from Ineos, a 
multinational chemical company which moved 
its HQ to Switzerland to avoid UK taxes. It has 
licences to frack large parts of Notts, Derbys 
and S Yorks – extending from Newstead to 
Barnsley and Chesterfield to Ollerton. Within 
Notts it covers a large part of historic 
Sherwood Forest. 
 

Friends of the Earth used ‘Freedom of 
Information’ to get the Forestry Commission to 
release detailed maps showing that the whole 
of the public forest estate around Sherwood 
Forest could be used by Ineos for ‘seismic 
testing’ – using explosives or thumper trucks to 
map the underlying geology. 
 

Ineos has been threatening other landowners 
with legal action to force access to their land. 
Chatsworth Estates, which owns land between 
Bolsover Castle and Hardwick Hall, says it has 
given in to this legal bullying. The National 

Trust says it won’t allow Ineos on to Clumber 
Park – because of the climate change 
implications of drilling for gas. But Ineos says it 
may use legal action against the Trust. And it 
will be seismic testing in all of the public forest 
land around Clumber Park. 
 

Then the Forestry Commission released maps 
showing Ineos has identified two sites for 
drilling at The Lings, on the edge of the 
forested area 2 miles west of the Major Oak 
(see map on page 7). And another site in 
Nomanshill Wood, south of Mansfield between 
Thieves Wood and Newstead Abbey. Ineos 
claimed these sites are not in ‘Sherwood 
Forest’ – if you say that only the ancient oaks 
in the National Nature Reserve within a mile or 
so of the Major Oak count as Sherwood 
Forest! 
 

Last year, when Ineos advertised for seismic 
testing contractors it suggested each 10km 
square licence area (6 miles square) could 
eventually have up to 30 well pads, each with 
12-14 wells extending a mile horizontally (i.e. 
around 400 wells in total) if there were no 
constraints. They then said it would be more 
realistic to have 10 wellpads with 10-12 wells 
per pad. That is one wellpad every 1 to 2 miles 
and over 100 wells per 6 miles square – 
perhaps a thousand wells across the whole 
Sherwood Forest area. 
 

So that is Ineos’ plan – to turn the whole 
Sherwood Forest area into a major gasfield. In 
January Ineos paid for 8-page adverts in a 
number of local papers, saying they will not be 
fracking in Sherwood Forest, amongst other 
questionable claims. A detailed objection has 
been submitted to the Advertising Standards 
Authority by anti-fracking group Refracktion. 
 

IGas – is it going bust? 
Meanwhile IGas, which wants to frack North 
Notts, has run into financial difficulties –  
 

Continued on page 7 
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Frack Free Notts update 
(Continued from page 6) 
 
because of large debts taken on when the oil 
price was high. In 2016 it had to ask its 
bondholders to reschedule repayments, but the 
secured bondholders refused. IGas could only 
meet repayments due at the end of October by 
taking on more debt. By the end of December 
it exceeded its permitted debt to equity ratio – 
which will require further investment by June 
2017 or the company could be broken up. IGas 
also failed to meet its agreed expenditure on 
conventional oil and gas wells during 2016. 
Although planning permission has been given 
for drilling at Misson Springs this cannot start 
before September 2017. It also requires IGas 
to pay a restoration bond up front. This should 
have been paid by January 2017 but was 
deferred to the end of February (after our 
deadline). The IGas share price dropped below 
10p (from a high nearly 150p in 2014). 

 
Anti-Ineos protests 
There are growing protests against Ineos, 
including: 
 

• A large demonstration at the Major Oak on 
7 January 2017 – reported all around the 
world  

• Two petitions against Ineos fracking 
Sherwood Forest with over 275,000 

signatures from 38 Degrees and Friends of 
the Earth handed to the Environment 
Secretary on 25 January 

• A ‘Love Trees, Hate Fracking’ event 
organised by Frack Free Sherwood Forest 
& Edwinstowe at the Major Oak on 18 
February 

• A march from Mosborough and Eckington 
to Ineos’ proposed drilling site at Marsh 
Lane, NE Derbyshire on 25 February 

County elections – May 2017 
A new Frack Free United website has been 
launched for people to lobby candidates 
standing in the County elections in May. See 
www.frackfreeunited.org 
 
For background information on anti-Ineos 
campaigns, see reports on drillordrop.com in 
2017: 
 

• 16 Feb: Is INEOS planning to drill for shale 
gas in Sherwood Forest? 

• 15 Feb: National Trust stands firm 

• 30 Jan: Complaints to advertising 
watchdog over INEOS fracking supplement 

• 1 Jan: Campaigners vow to defend 
Sherwood Forest 

 
Nigel Lee 

   

 
 

Ineos wants to drill at The Lings, near the Major Oak. Ineos says this is not 
in Sherwood Forest! 
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AGM announcement 
 

Our next Annual General Meeting will be on Tuesday, 28th March 2017 (7.30pm, 
Friends Meeting House – see above for address) 
 
We look forward to seeing you there. 

Contacts 
 
Co-ordinator: Jeremy Jago (c/o Sumac Centre, address as below) 
Treasurer: Nigel Lee, 0115 9788059 
Membership Officer: Nigel Lee & Jeremy Jago 
Newsletter Editor: Roger Steele, 07474 257029 
Website Editor: Nigel Lee, 0115 9788059 
 
Campaigns: 
Nottm ProWA: Roger Steele, 07474 257029 
Shalegas: Nigel Lee, 0115 9788059 
Waste & Resources: Nigel Lee, 0115 9788059 
 
For general information, please visit our website (see below), or write with an SAE to 
Nottingham Friends of the Earth, c/o Sumac Centre, 245 Gladstone Street, Nottingham 
NG7 6HX.   
 
For information about joining the group, please mark the envelope “Membership”.   
 
For latest campaign news and contact details, visit  
http://www.foe.co.uk/groups/nottingham 
 
National Friends of the Earth: The Printworks, 131-143 Clapham Road, London SW9 
0HP (020 7490 1555), or email info@foe.co.uk. 
See national website www.foe.co.uk for easy online actions. 
 
We meet on the last Tuesday of the month (except August and December) at the 
Friends Meeting House, Clarendon St, Nottingham NG1 4EZ, between 7.30pm and 
9.30pm.  Please come and join us.  You would be very welcome.   
 
Printed on recycled paper. 
 
 If you would like to receive future editions of this newsletter electronically to save paper, 
please let us know your email address.  You can contact us by email via our website 
(see above), or alternatively nottinghamfoe@hotmail.com.  Please note that the file size 
can be over 1.2MB. 


